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Abstract—Linear system solvers are an integral part for
many different compute-intensive applications and they benefit
from the compute power of heterogeneous computer archi-
tectures. However, the growing spectrum of reliability threats
for such nano-scaled CMOS devices makes the integration
of fault tolerance mandatory. The preconditioned conjugate
gradient (PCG) method is one widely used solver as it finds
solutions typically faster compared to direct methods. Although
this iterative approach is able to tolerate certain errors, latest
research shows that the PCG solver is still vulnerable to
transient effects. Even single errors, for instance, caused by
marginal hardware, harsh environments, or particle radiation,
can considerably affect execution times, or lead to silent data
corruption. In this work, a novel fault-tolerant PCG solver
with extremely low runtime overhead is proposed. Since the
error detection method does not involve expensive operations,
it scales very well with increasing problem sizes. In case of
errors, the method selects between three different correction
methods according to the identified error. Experimental results
show a runtime overhead for error detection ranging only from
0.04% to 1.70%.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Linear systems play an essential role in many large-scale

applications in science and engineering [1], including struc-

tural mechanics [2], computational fluid dynamics [3], or

power grid analysis [4]. For this reason, the efficient solution

of linear systems is an integral computational task in high-

performance computing. The preconditioned conjugate gra-

dient (PCG) solver [5] is one of the most important methods

for solving large linear systems of the form Ax = b. Com-

pared to direct methods like e.g. the Gaussian-Elimination,

PCG finds a solution typically faster. At the same time,

the underlying operations are parallelizable, which makes

the PCG solver well suited for heterogeneous computing

systems comprising multi-core CPUs and many-core GPUs.

Recent works in this area gain significant speedups [6, 7] by

exploiting different characteristics of the underlying linear

algebra operations.

However, such modern nano-scaled CMOS devices be-

come increasingly vulnerable to a growing spectrum of reli-

ability threats such as transient events, latent defects, stress

and aging mechanisms as well as marginal hardware due

to process variations [8, 9]. Future manufacturing processes

will allow even smaller chip feature sizes resulting in an

increased vulnerability, which demands the application of

fault tolerance measures [10]. Compared to direct methods,

iterative solvers such as PCG exhibit an inherent robustness

against transient effects causing soft errors [5]. However,

iterative methods are still considerably vulnerable to soft

errors as recent works [11, 12] shows. Single errors may

lead to silent data corruption and are able to degrade the

performance of PCG by factors of up to 200x. In case

of silent data corruption (SDC), the derived solution may

not satisfy the original problem Ax = b, despite apparent

convergence.

An approach to detect errors is to evaluate the computed

solution x using the original problem Ax = b after the com-

pletion of PCG. However, the execution of PCG has to be

repeated in case of errors, until a correct result is obtained.

Without a fault-tolerance technique, which already detects

errors during the execution, possible errors remain unde-

tected until the end of the execution. Different fault tolerance

approaches were proposed that tackle the vulnerability of

PCG to different extents. These are discussed in Section III.

Some of them limit the fault detection only to certain subsets

of the PCG operations. A majority of them induce significant

runtime overheads since they utilize additional expensive

matrix-vector multiplications to detect errors. Besides, some

approaches use traditional checkpointing techniques, which

induce high cost in recomputing erroneous results compared

to immediate correction approaches [13].

In [14], we proposed a fault-tolerance technique with

reduced computational complexity compared to the existing

methods for error detection (cf. Section IV). Here, we

propose both an improved error detection criterion and

a new error recovery scheme, which allow a significant

reduction in runtime overhead while the error coverage is

not only maintained, but often improved. In case of errors,

the proposed error recovery scheme selects between three

different correction methods adaptively. The proposed fault-

tolerance technique is evaluated on many-core GPUs as

GPU-accelerated scientific computing is gaining popularity

while it is increasingly vulnerable to reliability threats [15].

II. PRECONDITIONED CONJUGATE GRADIENT METHOD

The PCG method [5] is an iterative approach, which is

suitable for solving large linear systems Ax = b, when

A is a symmetric positive-definite matrix. The fundamental
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operations of the PCG solver are shown in Algorithm 1.

The inputs include a coefficient matrix A, a right-hand side

vector b, an initial guess vector x0, a preconditioner M ,

a tolerance ǫ to accept a sufficient approximation, and an

upper limit for the number of iterations kmax.

Each successive iteration of the PCG loop provides an

improved approximation xk with respect to the exact solu-

tion. PCG composes the solution x as a linear combina-

Algorithm 1: Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient

Input: A,M ,b, x0, ǫ, kmax

1 r0 ← b−Ax0 ; // Initial residual

2 s0 ←M−1r0; // Preconditioning

3 p0 ← s0; // Initial search direction

4 δ0 ← rT0 r0; // Approximation error

5 k ← 0 ; // Iteration count

/* PCG loop */

6 while δk > ǫ ∧ k < kmax do
7 wk ← Apk;

8 γ ← rTk sk;
9 α← γ

pT
k
wk

;

10 xk+1 ← xk + αpk; // Improve approximation

11 rk+1 ← rk − αwk; // Update residual

12 sk+1 ←M−1rk+1; // Preconditioning

13 δk+1 ← rTk+1rk+1;

14 β ←
rT
k+1

sk+1

γ
;

15 pk+1 ← sk+1 + βpk; // New search direction

16 k ← k + 1;
17 end

tion of search directions p0, p1, p2, ..., pN and x = x0 +∑
k≤N

αkpk. In every subsequent iteration, a new search

direction pk is computed from the residual rk such that

pi ⊥ Apk, k 6= i. Therefore, each residual rk is orthogonal

to both each preceding search direction pi as well as each

residual ri with i < k. The time complexity of PCG depends

on both the size and the condition number of the matrix A

[5]. A suitable preconditioner M is able to diminish the

condition number of the matrix A, which improves the rate

of convergence. As will be further discussed below, the

proposed fault-tolerant PCG solver is independent of the

utilized preconditioning operation.

III. STATE OF THE ART

The investigation of fault tolerance for linear algebra

algorithms is an active research area. Algorithm-Based Fault

Tolerance (ABFT) [16] allows the protection of important

linear algebra operations such as matrix multiplication and

LU decomposition. ABFT evaluates checksum mismatches

between encoded input data and encoded results to detect

errors. More sophisticated ABFT methods address the in-

fluence of rounding errors in the encoding of checksums

[17]. Manifestations of faults that impact, for instance, the

control flow or corrupt data in the memory can be treated by

low-overhead techniques such as error-detecting/correcting

codes, signature monitoring, or assertions [18, 19].

Error detection codes, however, are not able to protect all

operations in PCG efficiently such as inner products. There-

fore, fault tolerance for PCG demands different methods

to achieve complete protection. The vulnerability of PCG

was assessed over the last decade: The insufficient ability

of PCG to detect errors resulting in silent data corruptions

is presented in [11]. The influence of soft errors on the

performance of linear solvers is discussed in [12] while a

performance degradation of PCG by factors of up to 200x

is demonstrated. Besides, different fault tolerance techniques

were proposed: The evaluation of checksum invariants dur-

ing matrix-vector multiplications is proposed in [20] to

detect errors. During error-free executions, the reported

overhead of this technique is on average 11.3%. In [21], a

partial recomputation scheme is presented that localizes and

corrects errors during sparse matrix-vector multiplications.

In [22], inherent relations between internal values in PCG

are exploited for error detection. If an incorrect solution is

detected after the completion of PCG, then PCG is repeated

on the obtained residual Ad = r = (b − Ax). The method

aims to avoid repetitions of PCG on the original problem.

However, the technique awaits the result after complete

convergence of PCG, before it applies error detection. A self-

stabilizing approach which requires system modes that are

inherently fault-tolerant is proposed in [23]. A stabilization

scheme is presented that exploits the convergence conditions

of PCG to transform arbitrary states to valid states. In

[24], a technique is proposed that periodically checks the

residual vector and the orthogonality of consecutive search

direction vectors. In our previous work [14], we presented

a fault-tolerance technique for PCG with an reported error

detection overhead ranging from 0.1% to 5.4%. That tech-

nique outperformed the existing approaches in terms of both

runtime overhead as well as error coverage. In this work, we

propose an improved fault-tolerance technique for PCG with

extremely low runtime overhead. At the same time, the error

coverage is not only maintained, but often improved.

In summary, the discussed approaches address fault tol-

erance for PCG to different degrees. The approaches in

[20, 21] limit the error detection to certain subroutines

of the PCG solver. The approaches in [23, 24] on the

other hand cover complete PCG iterations. However, they

exhibit significant overheads to detect errors, since they

require expensive sparse matrix-vector multiplications with

complexity O(NNZ) with NNZ ≫ N . NNZ is the number

of non-zero elements in the matrix A with size N×N.

IV. FAULT-TOLERANT PRECONDITIONED CONJUGATE

GRADIENT SOLVER

In this work, an improved fault-tolerant preconditioned

conjugate gradient solver with extremely low runtime over-

head is proposed. Since errors are detected during the

execution of the solver, this technique prevents the repe-

tition of complete executions. The proposed error detec-

tion scheme is very efficient because it does not require
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expensive sparse matrix-vector multiplications. Instead, it

is based on the periodic evaluation of additional inner

products with complexity O(N). Therefore, the runtime

overhead for error detection is vanishing with increasing

matrix sizes. A new error detection criterion is presented

below, which is referred to as σ-criterion. In combination

with our previously proposed λ-criterion [14], the complete

set of vectors used in PCG is covered for error detection.

Therefore, the error detection latency is reduced, which

allows to increase the error checking interval, i.e. the

number of PCG iterations after which error detection is

performed, without loss in error coverage (cf. Section VII).

Thus, the runtime overhead is reduced. Besides, our error

correction technique is complemented by a new corrective

roll-back recovery technique. Now, our proposed adaptive

error correction method identifies the degree of corruption

and trades off three different correction methods against

each other. Therefore, the proposed fault-tolerance method

provides efficient error detection and reduces the number

of expensive recomputations to correct corrupted results.

Figure 1 shows the steps of our fault-tolerant preconditioned

conjugate gradient solver. The first two steps comprise the

preparation of PCG and the computation of a PCG iteration

which together form the operations in the original PCG

solver as shown in Algorithm 1. Steps 3 to 6 are added

to establish fault tolerance. Our proposed error detection

scheme is performed in the third step (cf. Section V).

If no error is detected, then a checkpoint is periodically

generated in a reliable storage (e.g. ECC-protected memory

[25]). Both error detection criteria, λ and σ, are periodically

computed in the fifth step. In case of errors, our adaptive

error recovery scheme selects the most promising technique

in the sixth step, namely online correction, complete roll-

back and corrective roll-back (cf. Section VI).

V. ERROR DETECTION

Our proposed error detection scheme exploits specific

relations between successive iterations during the execution

of PCG. The convergence of PCG and the correctness of

the final result is ensured, if those relations are maintained

throughout the whole execution [5]. Soft errors, resulting

from e.g. transient effects corrupt these relations and become

therefore detectable. Thus, the periodic evaluation of those

relations ensures a reliable error detection for the PCG

solver. In particular, to detect errors between iterations i and

k with k > i, the following criteria are evaluated.

λ ≈ xT

k
wi ∧

rT
k
pi

δk · σ
≈ 0 if k > i. (1)

The former is referred to as λ-criterion, while the latter

is referred to as σ-criterion. In our previous work [14],

we derived the λ-criterion and presented its error detection

ability for the PCG solver. Now, we complement our error

detection technique by the σ-criterion, which extends the

scope of error detection to the complete set of vectors

involved in each iteration of PCG.

Error Detection 

 𝜆 ≈ 𝑘𝑇 𝑖   ∧   1𝛿𝑘⋅𝜎 𝑟𝑘𝑇𝑝𝑖 ≈ 0  ? 
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Adaptive Error Correction 
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Figure 1. Overview of the Fault-Tolerant Preconditioned Conjugate
Gradient Algorithm.

Derivation of the λ and σ-criteria

The λ-criterion is based on the combined evaluation of

specific orthogonality and residual relations, which ensure

that iteration k is related to each preceding iteration i with

k > i. At each iteration k, the residual rk is orthogonal to

every preceding search direction pi [5].

rk ⊥ pi ⇐⇒
rT
k
pi

‖rk‖‖pi‖
≈ 0 if k > i. (2)

The residual rk at each iteration k is calculated as

rk = b−Axk (3)

The combination of Equations 2 and 3 allows the derivation

of the following equation [14]:

bT pi ≈ xT

k
wi (4)

The inner product bT pi on the left-hand side does not involve

vectors from the current iteration k. Thus, this inner product

can be calculated during the preceding iteration i. The result

is stored in the scalar λ:

λ = bT pi (5)

The σ-criterion detects errors in the residual rk based on the

orthogonality relation

rT
k
pi

‖rk‖‖pi‖
≈ 0 if k > i. (6)

The norm of the residual rk is already computed as δk during

iteration k, which corresponds to Line 13 of Algorithm 1.

The norm of the preceding search direction pi is independent

of any successive computation after iteration i. Thus, its
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result is stored in the scalar σ. Finally

rT
k
pi

δk · σ
≈ 0 if k > i with δk = ‖rk‖ ∧ σ = ‖pi‖. (7)

VI. ERROR CORRECTION

To correct errors during the execution of the PCG solver,

we presented an error correction scheme in our previ-

ous work [14], which utilized two correction techniques,

namely online correction and complete roll-back. These

error correction techniques are now complemented by a new

corrective roll-back recovery technique. Our new adaptive

error correction method identifies the degree of corruption

of the intermediate solution to trade off these three different

correction methods against each other. An online correction

is attempted to correct erroneous intermediate results without

any roll-back. If such a correction is not promising, the error

recovery scheme performs a complete roll-back to avoid

complete recomputations of PCG. If the utilized checkpoint

appears to be corrupted, a corrective roll-back is performed

to avoid endless loops.

A. Identifying Degrees of Corruption for the PCG Solver

Occurring errors are able to corrupt the different relation-

ships between the iterations of the PCG solver. However,

errors can take an apparently corrupted approximation xk

closer to the actual solution. Therefore, if the residual rk
in the approximation xk is closer to zero compared to the

residual in the approximation ri of a checkpoint, then it is

promising for PCG to continue using xk. In that case, PCG

is likely to require fewer additional iterations to converge

compared to a roll-back recovery. Otherwise, if the residual

rk of the approximation xk is larger than ri, then a roll-

back to iteration i is more reasonable. The details of on-line

correction and roll-back recovery are presented below.

A prerequisite to compute the residuals is the absence

of floating-point exceptions such as NaN and Inf. Such

elements are replaced by random values if the underlying

values are not recoverable.

B. Online Correction, Complete and Corrective Roll-back

An erroneous iteration k is corrected if the continuation

using xk is promising to converge in fewer iterations com-

pared to a roll-back to the last checkpoint. Online correction

re-establishes the residual and orthogonality relations for

successive iterations after iteration k. The following steps are

performed for correction: First, the residual rk is recomputed

in the approximation xk. Second, the search direction pk is

computed using the preconditioned residual pk = M−1rk.

During complete roll-back recovery, the stored vectors are

copied to the vectors of the current iteration. Corrective roll-

back recovery is performed if a checkpoint is used more

than once for error recovery. In this case, only the stored

approximation xi is restored and the remaining vectors are

corrected according to xi. The residual rk is recomputed in

the approximation xk and the search direction pk is set to

the preconditioned residual pk = M−1rk. Afterwards, the

execution of PCG is continued in both cases.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed fault-tolerance approach for PCG was

evaluated with respect to the runtime overhead for error

detection, achievable error coverage, and runtime overhead

for error correction. Our method is compared with three

recent fault tolerance methods for the PCG solver. The first

method is the approach from our previous work [14]. The

second method is the periodic correction of the residual

which is proposed in different degrees in [23] as well as

in [22]. The third method is the periodic evaluation of

orthogonality and residual relationships which is proposed

in [24].

A. Experimental Setup

For the experiments, the PCG algorithm was tailored to

a heterogeneous computing system comprising of multi-

core CPUs and many-core GPUs. All parallelizable linear

algebra operations were mapped to GPU architectures and

GPU-accelerated linear algebra libraries were utilized. All

experiments have been performed in double precision on a

Nvidia Titan Black GPU. As benchmarks, 25 matrices from

the Florida Sparse Matrix Collection [26] were evaluated

which are shown shown in Table I. Besides the names

Name N NNZ Portion of 0s Condition

nos3 960 15844 98.28% 3.77e+04
bcsstk10 1086 22070 98.13% 5.24e+05
msc01050 1050 26198 97.62% 4.58e+15
bcsstk21 3600 26600 99.79% 1.76e+07
bcsstk11 1473 34241 98.42% 2.21e+08
ex3 1821 52685 98.41% 1.68e+10
ex10hs 2548 57308 99.12% 5.48e+11
nasa2146 2146 72250 98.43% 1.72e+03
sts4098 4098 72356 99.57% 2.17e+08
bcsstk13 2003 83883 97.91% 1.10e+10
msc04515 4515 97707 99.52% 2.27e+06
ex9 3363 99471 99.12% 1.17e+13
aft01 8205 125567 99.81% 4.39e+18
bodyy6 19366 134208 99.96% 7.69e+04
muu 7102 170134 99.66% 7.65e+01
s3rmt3m3 5357 207123 99.28% 2.40e+10
s3rmt3m1 5489 217669 99.28% 2.48e+10
bcsstk28 4410 219024 98.87% 9.45e+08
s3rmq4m1 5489 262943 99.13% 1.77e+10
bcsstk16 4884 290378 98.78% 4.94e+09
bcsstk38 8032 355460 99.45% 5.52e+16
msc23052 23052 1142686 98.95% 9.97e+09
msc10848 10848 1229776 98.95% 9.97e+09
nd3k 9000 3279690 95.95% 1.56e+07
ship 001 34920 3896496 99.68% 3.16e+12

Table I
OVERVIEW OF EVALUATED MATRICES [26].

and sizes of the matrices (N×N), the number of nonzero

elements (NNZ) are presented. As a side information, the

portion of 0s within the matrices and the condition number

are presented (cf. Section II). The evaluated matrices were

stored in the compressed sparse row storage format [27].
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The chosen input parameters are described below. For the

initial guess x0, a random vector was generated. If the right-

hand side b was not available for a matrix, then a random

solution x was generated. Using x, the right-hand side b was

computed with Ax = b. We set all thresholds and intervals

according to related work for fair comparison. The error

tolerance ǫ was set to 10−6 as proposed in [21]. The error

detection threshold used in the comparison of floating-point

values was set to 10−10 as proposed in [24]. The checkpoint

generation interval was set to 20 iterations and both sampling

and error detection interval were set to 10 iterations as

proposed in [23, 24]. The approach from our previous work

[14] performs error detection after each iteration. Besides,

the Jacobi-Preconditioner was applied for preconditioning

[5]. In addition to these results, we conducted experiments

with other preconditioners such as SSOR and Incomplete

Cholesky. However, the obtained results do not reveal sig-

nificant differences.

B. Error Model

Different implementations of FPUs exist that may have

different error propagation patterns for transient events. In

accordance to related works [11, 20, 21, 23, 24], the errors

are injected in results of intermediate arithmetic operations,

comprising both vectors and scalars. 1500 error injection

experiments were evaluated for each matrix. The results of

the underlying floating point instructions were modified by

randomized bursts of bit flips (1 to 64 bits per randomly

chosen vector element or scalar). Each injection comprised

the random selection of both an iteration and one of the

operations in PCG to generate an erroneous result. Bit

flips were also injected into operations that perform error

detection.

C. Error Detection Overhead in Error-Free Execution

To investigate the runtime overhead for error detection,

we applied the different fault-tolerance techniques to the

PCG algorithm and compared the runtime in error-free exe-

cutions. Figure 2 shows the results of this investigation. The

evaluated matrices are ordered by the number of non-zero

elements. The error detection overhead which is introduced

by our method ranges from 0.04% to 1.7%. The overhead

of our method becomes smaller with increasing numbers of

non-zero elements, since it does not require matrix-vector

multiplications. Therefore, our method scales very well

with increasing problem sizes. The compared methods show

an almost uniform overhead ranging from 7.8% to 9.9%

[22, 23] as well as from 6.7% to 9.3% [24] respectively.

For the three largest matrices, msc10848, nd3k and ship 001,

the overhead of the proposed method is only between 0.4%

and 1.5% compared to the overhead of the methods from

related works [22–24]. Compared to our previous work, the

overhead is only 33.7% on average. This reduction can be

explained by the increased error detection interval.

0.01%

0.10%

1.00%

10.00%

This Work Previous Work [14] "Residual Correction" [22,23] "Orthogonality & Roll-Back" [24]

Figure 2. Average error detection overhead in error-free execution.

0.01%

0.10%

1.00%

10.00%

SDC This Work Diverged This Work SDC Previous Work Diverged Previous Work
SDC "Residual Correction" Diverged "Residual Correction" SDC "Orth. & Roll-Back" Diverged "Orth. & Roll-Back"

Figure 3. Portion of execution failures separated into SDCs and executions that exceeded the specified limit of iterations.

0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

This Work Previous Work "Residual Correction" "Orthogonality & Roll-Back"

Figure 4. Average error correction overhead in case of errors.
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D. Error Coverage and Error Correction Results

The error coverage corresponds to the portion of erro-

neous executions which converged to a correct result after

error detection and correction and did not exceed a certain

limit of iterations. We defined limits for both the number

of iterations and the maximum deviation to the correct

solution to evaluate silent data corruptions (i.e. convergence

to a wrong result). Each experiment that exceeded at least

one of those limits was considered a failure. The limit for

the number of iterations was set to 200.000 iterations. The

maximum acceptable deviation was set to 10−10. Figure 3

shows the portion of execution failures separated into SDCs

and diverged executions that exceeded the limit of iterations.

The error coverage of our method is at least as high as the

error coverage of the compared methods. At the same time,

the error coverage is significantly increased for the majority

of the evaluated matrices. Compared to our previous work,

the error coverage is not only maintained, but often improved

although the error detection interval was increased from 1

to 10 iterations. The number of executions which resulted

in SDC is at most as high as the related work. Our method

significantly reduces the overall number of SDCs. Figure

4 shows the runtime overhead for error correction of the

different fault tolerance methods. The methods are compared

by the average overhead required for successful convergence

providing a correct result in erroneous cases. Our method

reduces the error correction overhead on average by 17.1%

compared to our previous work. Compared to related work,

our method reduces the error correction overhead on average

by 59.3% [22, 23] and 47.2% [24] respectively.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Efficient linear system solvers are an essential prerequisite

for many compute-intensive applications. However, strong

reliability requirements are imposed on such applications.

The growing spectrum of reliability threats for CMOS

devices makes the application of fault tolerance measures

mandatory. In this work, we presented a new fault-tolerant

preconditioned conjugate gradient solver with extremely

low runtime overhead. The method achieves a significant

reduction of both, the error detection overhead as well

as the number of expensive recomputations. Our method

scales very well with increasing problem sizes, since it

does not involve matrix-vector multiplications. Experimental

results show a runtime overhead for error detection ranging

from 0.04% to 1.7%. Compared to our previous work, this

method reduces the error detection overhead on average

by 66.3%. For the largest matrices, the runtime overhead

of the proposed method is only between 0.4% and 1.5%

compared to related works. At the same time, the error

coverage is at least as high as and often higher than the

coverage of the related work. For erroneous executions,

our proposed method significantly reduces the number of

additional iterations to achieve correct results.
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